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About This Video

Over the past thirteen years, fans of Red vs. Blue have watched their favorite multi-colored space marines gallivant across the
galaxy from one adventure to another. This season, however, is mixing things up. Rather than focusing on one story, Red vs.
Blue: Season 14 is a collection of numerous short stories, focused on characters both old and new, produced in a variety of

styles, and presented by everyone's favorite computer program: VIC.
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Title: Red vs. Blue Season 14
Production:
Rooster Teeth Productions
Distributor:
Cinedigm
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2016
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p(8.8GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Running Time: 232 minutes

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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blue season 14. red vs blue season 14 episode 6. is red vs blue season 14 on netflix. red vs blue season 14 club. red vs blue
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OMG Love this show. It was defently a good watch for those who love the story because it expands on the world of Red vs Blue
in intresting ways. It also shows some of the in and outs of minior story sections.
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